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THE GATHERING PLACE
Brigham Young University’s new Idaho Center is designed
to serve many functions
By Mel Lambert
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T

he Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
(LDS) operates a number of institutions of
higher learning throughout North America and
Hawaii, offering courses in a wide range of
subjects. One of these schools, Brigham Young
University-Idaho, located in Rexburg, Idaho,
recently added a visually arresting performance center and
state-of-the-art broadcast complex. Having opened in
December 2010, the university’s BYU-Idaho Center
comprises a 435,000-sq.-ft. building containing a 15,000seat auditorium, AV facilities, and a multi-purpose area.
“The BYU-Idaho Center will be a gathering place where
students will be enriched spiritually, academically, physically, and socially,” says BYU-Idaho president Kim B.
Clark. “We are grateful to have such a structure on our
campus where the entire university community can come
together in one place. This is a marvelous building, and we
are richly blessed to have it.”
BYU-Idaho is derived from Bannock Stake Academy,
which opened in 1888 with only a humble log church
building. After several name changes and the construction
of a new building, in 1923 it became known as Ricks
College, honoring founder Thomas E. Ricks; for many
years, it was the nation’s largest private two-year junior
college, with a student body of nearly 9,000. In 2000, the
LDS Church repurposed Ricks College as a four-year
university with a new name; in 2004, BYU-Idaho received
accreditation at the baccalaureate level from the Northwest
Association of Colleges and Universities. Additions and
modifications to the physical facilities—including an
auditorium and broadcast complex—were designed to
accommodate the new undergraduate program.

“With our increasing enrollment, we needed a larger
auditorium for weekly campus devotional services with as
many as 15,000 participants,” explains Judy Steiner, who
oversees event management for the university. “Our Hart
Auditorium only holds around 3,500 people, which meant
that we needed to rely on video screens for the overflow.
Now we can seat everybody in one location. The fanshaped hall is a truly beautiful environment, with balconies
and splendid views across the entire space." The
auditorium is also used for guest speakers, liturgical music
concerts, and tri-annual commencement exercises. The
companion HDTV broadcast center will support the
campus’ present and future media needs, including live
streaming and file encoding for web access; it also
accommodates training of students in broadcast media.
Working closely with FFKR Architects, Auerbach Pollock
Friedlander (APF) provided theatre and audio-video
consulting services, while Auerbach Glasow French
handled architectural lighting design for the lobby and
auditorium spaces. D. L. Adams Associates handled
acoustic issues throughout the new center. “The campus
is now home to one of the largest production theatrical
facilities in North America built for the primary purpose of
supporting weekly devotional services,” says APF’s Steve
Pollock, principal-in-charge for the project.
“We had worked previously as theatre consultant to the
LDS Church on the planning and design of its 21,000-seat
Conference Center in Salt Lake City,” Pollock continues.
“Our first charge for the BYU-Idaho Center was to work with
the project architects to adapt the design concepts of the
conference center to a format more appropriate to a
university community setting. While this initially meant a
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reduction of scale in the audience—as well as a more
workmanlike approach to finishes—it also meant a more
aggressive approach to incorporating live media support and
video capture for broadcast on the BYU television network,
which airs devotionals as part of its regular programming.
“Unlike the Conference Center in Salt Lake City, which is
a broadcast facility in its own right, the BYU-Idaho Center
relies on a large contingent of student technicians—both
theatre- and video-oriented—to support its professional
staff,” adds Pollock. “The use of the center for campus-life
events beyond the Tuesday-afternoon devotionals put an
emphasis on flexible staging and stage technology that
made the production side of the project far more complex
and demanding as a theatrical venue of near-operatic scale.

“In this particularly complex physical and electro-acoustical environment, it was agreed that the most
successful approach to solving live
sound would be to deal with our
large audience space and the
room ‘envelope’ as if we were in
an open-air amphitheatre. —Pollock

”

“Our first task was to define the entire layout of the
audience chamber and backstage,” the principal-in-charge
continues. “As our focus moved to the backstage, we
broke into sub-teams, with job captains for rigging,
theatrical lighting, AV production, and seating. APF was
fortunate to have the leadership of Kenneth Fause as a
principal consultant, with his significant background in
video and film production. The comprehensive and
enviable broadcast facilities are a direct result of that
collaborative working relationship. Given the scale and
complexity of the BYU-Idaho Center, we decided to prequalify the specialty contractors well in advance; detailed
design for systems and infrastructure was done in close
collaboration with each contractor, and that eventually
provided the appropriate systems.” Mike Leishman headed
the supervising team from FFKR Architects. Okland
Construction served as general contractor.
As a broadcast-ready facility, the auditorium’s stage has
two basic setup modes. “The primary configuration is an
architectural surround for devotionals and other religious
events with music and the spoken word,” explains Pollock.
“The secondary configuration—for theatrical events—
focuses on use of the stage without its architectural
elements, relying instead on the traditional surround of
black drapery legs and borders regularly used in theatres
for all means of presentation. The broad, fan-shaped
audience area is configured with a large, sloped orchestra
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level. Outer seating sections are sloped at 1:10, and a core
center area is sloped at 1:12, providing improved sightlines
across the room toward the central presenter’s podium.
Stepped parterre seating completes the lower seating
bowl, with flanking calipers that interconnect the lower
orchestra seating to the mezzanine above and form the
center’s lower balcony. An upper balcony completes the
15,000-seat plan.” Seating, which was fabricated to meet
acoustical test criteria established by D. L. Adams
Associates, was provided and installed by Irwin Seating.
“In the devotional mode,” Pollock continues, “automated
drapery systems are horizontally deployed from their
storage pockets, providing a full black stage surround.
Within this surround, a series of orchestra shell ceilings
with integral lighting, manufactured and provided by
StageRight, are flown into position through wells in the
gridiron from their storage location above. For events of a
more theatrical nature, the orchestra shell towers are
removed to their storage positions, while ceilings are
retracted to their above-grid storage location. The upstage
black drapery may be retracted, and a full-stage panelized
cyclorama may be used. Stage Technologies, the system
rigger, fabricated and installed the drapery systems.
“The advent of new and improved audio and video
technologies enabled us to approach the planning and
design of the audience and stage space with an eye
toward improved integration of equipment and operators
within the room,” Pollock says. “This was done seamlessly
by using remotely operated cameras at the side calipers
and balcony fronts, as well as at the central control and
mix position.”

Audio and video systems
for the main auditorium
“Our primary criterion for the hall was clarity and natural
sound—a tall order in any theatre, let alone one seating
15,000,” Pollock says. “BYU-Idaho’s administration gave
us simple guidelines: For the spoken word, the best that
could be achieved. For music, a convincing audience
experience for cases of a 350-voice choir, a 70-piece
orchestra, and a five-manual Rodgers organ. Preliminary
modeling indicated a need for line arrays with 120°
horizontal coverage, and BYU-Idaho staff preferred amplifiers separate from the loudspeakers.”
The supplementary use of scripture and large-format
screens made flanking images a necessary visual element
for the stage. “In this particularly complex physical and
electro-acoustical environment,” Pollock continues, “it was
agreed that the most successful approach to solving live
sound would be to deal with our large audience space and
the room ‘envelope’ as if we were in an open-air
amphitheatre. We also realized that a room on this scale,
even with primarily absorptive finishes, would still have
some ‘liveness.’ Consequently, the treatment of finishes to
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The BYU-Idaho Center comprises a 435,000-sq.-ft. building containing a 15,000-seat auditorium, AV facilities, and a multi-purpose area.

eliminate echoes and unwanted sound reflections was a
primary task.”
“We used a number of custom and off-the-shelf solutions
to improve speech intelligibility,” explains D. L. Adams
Associates’ lead acoustician Edward L. Logsdon. “Fabriccovered panels provide low-frequency absorption, as well
as bass traps in the upper balconies and thick layers of
materials between 8"-16" on the rear and side walls.”
“Our 3D modeling with the EASE acoustic-software
package enabled us to predict the performance of our
proposed treatment for the walls,” adds associate
acoustician Ben Seep. “The software let us accurately
predict the hall’s acoustical response and first reflections—
the result was virtually identical to our predictive models.”
“The project was fortunate to have the luxury of
auditioning the two top line-array contenders during a live

rehearsal of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and the
Orchestra at Temple Square in the Salt Lake City
Conference Center. The unanimous choice was the NEXO
GEO-10D line array,” recalls Fause, APF’s principal AV
consultant. Sound reinforcement relies on a traditional
left/center/right configuration, with the center system
normally assigned to the spoken word and soloists, with
left and right assigned to musical sources. Each line array
comprises 18 Geo-10D cabinets, which cover approximately 80% of the audience seating area, and is
augmented by flown Geo-SUB subwoofers with electrical
beam-tilting. To support the Rodgers organ’s lower pedal
stops, a total of 16 custom Bag End 21" Infrasub systems
are recessed in concrete niches below the stage.
Nexo S1230 front-fill speakers are concealed within the
stage platform fascia system, while additional S1230s
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provide delay coverage, including 26 placed under the
mezzanine, 30 under the balcony, plus 36 over-balcony
fills. “Delay and fill schemes went through several
conceptual iterations,” Fause continues. “We finally settled
on the new S1230, which provided a perfect directivity
match to the architecture.” A choir monitor array hung
directly behind the center line array; focusing upstage
consists of additional Geo-10D elements. Wedge monitors
include d&b audiotechnik E8 and M4, plus Nexo PS15-R2
units. Foldback for the stage seating is provided by
Innovox Audio SF-V2 loudspeakers, mounted to flat-panel
video monitors.
All Nexo line arrays and subwoofers are powered by
NXAmp4x4 units; each front-fill loudspeaker is powered by
an individual channel of NXAmp4x1. Monitor loudspeakers
are powered by d&b audiotechnik D6 amplifiers. Total
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available amplification is approximately 420kW.
Loudspeaker signal processing is handled by 12 Yamaha
DME-64 processors. Stage analog audio inputs are via 11
Wireworks stage-box systems, plus input panels at
platform left and right. Microphone inputs are fed to a
Wireworks 128-channel splitter with one direct and two
splits via isolated Jensen transformers.
Front-of-house and monitor mixing presented a significant challenge, Fause says, with 128 microphone preamps, eight organ submix feeds, and up to 56 channels of
audio from the broadcast center. “The house mix required
multiple true L/R/C outputs, plus lots of utility feeds, and
stage monitors required over 48 discrete mixes,” he says.
“A team evaluation led to the selection of dual DiGiCo SD7
digital consoles with Optocore—a real working product
that fully met the project brief with no schedule risk, and
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The auditorium’s seating, which was fabricated to meet acoustical test criteria established by D. L. Adams Associates, was provided
and installed by Irwin Seating.
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provided an intuitive user interface
that could be learned by student
operators. They also sounded superb
during listening tests.”
The bulk of the sound system’s
signal infrastructure is implemented
in the digital domain, using an
“encode-once, decode-once”
topology. An Optocore network
connects the Digico control surfaces
to four shared stage racks loaded for
156 analog mic/line inputs and 16
channels of AES-format digital input.
Each mixing surface is paired with a
MADI-connected stage rack to
provide for local analog and digital
input and output. In addition, each
mixing surface is provided with a
separate bi-directional, 56-channel
MADI connection to the broadcast
system’s audio-routing switcher.
Beyond the positioning of the two
700-sq.-ft. IMAG rear-projection
The photo above shows the deployment of acoustical banners, wall panels, and curved
systems, video requirements
diffusors, all in the service of creating an acoustically flexible space.
centered on the building’s large scale.
“Appropriate camera angles for
speakers located at the podium were
these were an asset transfer from the Conference Center,”
carefully integrated into architectural locations,” Pollock
adds Fause. “Vinten robotics also were from the
adds, “with remote operation so that sightlines would be
Conference Center. Sony point-of-view cameras match the
preserved without distraction or obstruction. Center
main production units. The staff chose Ross production
cameras are stored in a camera pit, and extend up into the
switchers because they are also used within the academic
hall from their stored location on a custom pylon system
program; students can more easily transition into student
that was part of the rigging and video package.”
employee positions at the Broadcast Center. Evertz multiThe Broadcast Center
viewer processors were selected for low latency, an
The Broadcast Center’s functional requirement was to
essential requirement for directing musical programs. The
support two simultaneous live events: one in the center
routing switcher proposed by Diversified Systems was a
and one elsewhere on campus. “Connections to other
new Evertz product that provided tight integration with the
venues are made using the campus optical-fiber inframulti-viewer at significant savings. Omenon was selected
structure,” says Pollock. “This function was intended to
as production storage, an LDS Church preference. Editing
replace the previous video truck—a significant hardship to
systems comprise Apple Final Cut Pro running on Mac
deploy in the harsh Idaho winter! The studio was intended
platforms, with an Avid mass-storage system.” Evertz
to support spoken-word messages to the campus
master timing and sync were selected. RTS production
population, as well as interviews with church authorities.”
intercoms were proposed by Diversified Systems as a
To match the LDS Church’s AV standards, a 1080ivalue-engineering option.
format hardware plant was required, with as much of the
Audio systems installed in the broadcast center’s two
infrastructure being made as 1080p-compatible as was
control rooms “were required to support 5.1-channel
financially prudent. “Specific hardware choices,” Fause
surround format live mixing and isolation track recording
says, “were driven by a combination of current best
while mixing live and post-production mixing,” Fause
system design practices, LDS Church purchasing agreereports. “For added compatibility, audio control rooms 1
ments, BYU-Idaho staff preferences, our recommendaand 2 are mirror images of one another.”
tions, and those of Diversified Systems,” the firm that
For live productions, the two Avid System 5 mixing
handled AV system installation.
consoles accommodate 128 mic channels and as many as
“Production cameras are Sony, with Canon lenses—
24 channels of disc/graphics surround audio for roll-ins,
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with 5.1 surround plus stereo and up to 96 isolated outputs
to various DAWs. During post production, the consoles mix
the ISO tracks to 5.1 surround and stereo. MADI-format
interfaces were preferred for system economy. “The BYUIdaho staff selected the Avid platform, in part based on
their experience with their Euphonix MC post-production
platform,” Fause recalls. Aphex 1788A microphone preamps were recommended. “They sound superb, and will
not clip,” the AV consultant advises. Genelec audio
monitors were BYU-Idaho staff’s preference.

Lighting equipment for the main auditorium
Within the auditorium, Auerbach Pollock Friedlander
designed a lighting array for the fan-shaped audience
chamber “that can be customized for performances,
devotionals, or lectures,” Pollock says. “Careful attention
was paid to the finishes on the side walls and other details
to create intimacy and warmth. Recessed ceiling fixtures
and decorative sconces provide a soft glow, creating an
intimate feel in the expansive space.” Selection of the
fixtures was performed by Michael Kraczek, BYU-I lighting
designer, after completing the preliminary plot.
Specified by APF and provided by Barbizon Lighting
under the direction of Peter Maurelli and senior project
manager Dan Obenhaus, the hall is equipped with a single
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grandMA2 Light console with eight control universes and
two network processing units, plus a pair of ETC Eos
consoles with 16 control universes; an ETC remote touchscreen video interface and three ETC Net3 Radio Focus
Remotes also are available. A total of 18 ETC Sensor+
racks interface with more than fifteen hundred 2.4kW
elements, with two ETC Unison DRD racks for 277V
dimming. A total of 18 ETC SmartSwitch relay cabinets
were installed, together with an ETC Paradigm Unison
architectural lighting control system with eight networked
processors. ETC Net3 gateways include 40 portable twoport and 25 portable four-port units. Power is supplied via
13 Lex Products 400A company switches, six Lex 200A
isolated-ground company switches, one Hubbell 100A pinand-sleeve company switch, and10 Hubbell 60A pin-andsleeve company switches.
Instruments include 750 ETC Source Four ERS, with
various field angles; 170 Source Four PARs; 40 Altman
Q-Lite 100W floodlights; 30 City Theatrical AutoYokes;
265 SeaChanger Tungstens; 134 ETC Selador Vivid-R
seven-color LED units; and four Robert Juliat Cyrano
followspots and two MDG Atmoshere hazers. Barbizon
also supplied a moving-light package that included nine
Philips Vari*Lite VL3500Q, 26 VL3000Q, 12 VL880, and
10 VL440 Spot fixtures.
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Stage Technologies’ BigTow winches, located above the stage and forestage gridirons, allow for rapid changeovers from the auditorium’s devotional mode to a more conventional theatrical presentation mode.

“The broad, fan-shaped audience area is configured with a large, sloped orchestra level,” says Pollock. “Outer seating sections are sloped
at 1:10, and a core center area is sloped at 1:12, providing improved sightlines across the room toward the central presenter’s podium.”

According to Maurelli, there were two important goals
for the lighting system. “One was to provide consistent
color temperature from the purchased Source Four
fixtures,” he says. “In order to do this, APF and BYU-I
required that the system provide a consistent 120V of AC
power under load at each and every receptacle wired to
the dimming system. We achieved this, through no small
undertaking, by Jim Overright, from Cache Valley Electric,
project electrical contractor, appropriately sizing all
copper conductors to minimize voltage drop over the
enormous distances. Each outlet was tested and
documented by Scott O'Donnell, ETC field service
engineer, during the commissioning.
“Secondly, we had to create a robust network infrastructure that would allow all of the control devices—
grandMA, Eos, and Paradigm—to interact seamlessly,
using the sACN protocol; this was realized through the
efforts of Scott O'Donnell and Shawn Blythestone, from
ETC, and Joe Cabera, from ACT Lighting.” One virtual
large area network carries signal and processing traffic
between the grandMA2 Light console and the network
processing unit, while the other carries ETC Net3 data
between the Eos consoles, Paradigm processors, Net3
gateways, and Sensor CEM+ processors. A bridge
created between the two networks allows the sACN data

from the grandMA2 to control the Sensor CEM+ and
Net3 gateways.
“Front-of-house catwalks and followspot positions
provide lighting support for the center’s repertory lighting
plot,” Pollock says, “allowing dedicated equipment for
devotionals and supplementary conventional fixtures and
moving lights for other anticipated uses.”
Stage Technologies installed a motorized rigging
system, comprising 55 BigTow winches, control cabinets,
a Nomad control desk, and a Solo handheld control
console. The system also includes two camera pylons—an
engineering innovation from the Stage Technologies
research and development team. The camera pylon
enables perfect filming of motion shots on a vertical axis
and consists of a sturdy, fixed camera base on a steel
telescopic frame that extends upwards, allowing the
camera to ascend or descend without deviation or stutter.
During devotionals, lighting for the auditorium seating
area is set to full so that students can read their personal
copies of the scriptures. “This requirement presented
Auerbach Glasow French with a significant challenge,”
says principal lighting designer Larry French. “How do you
balance the luminance of the architectural surfaces and
still maintain the necessary background contrast for the
IMAG screens?” Outside of the auditorium and the lobby,
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Inside the Broadcast Center.

The view from the DiGiCo SD7 sound console.

conventional lighting was selected by Payne Engineering,
the project electrical engineer.
“Creative design solutions were provided in the lobby to
accommodate the three-story, 76,000-sq.-ft. volume and
long curving corridors,” French continues. “These
challenges were solved by lighting fixtures mounted to the
balcony fronts pointed towards a series of faceted reflector
disks attached to the ceiling, refracting light to specific

friendship, and most positive and constructive spirit. Even
with our experience of the Church’s Conference Center, for
many grasping the scale of the enterprise was difficult.
Early on, we distributed a sketch in cross-section, showing
the Goodyear Blimp parked in front of the balconies, with
its tail just reaching the forestage grid—and that was the
project! When the BYU-Idaho Center was completed on
time and on budget in December 2010, it was a cause for

“Our primary criterion for the hall was clarity and natural sound—a tall
order in any theatre, let alone one seating 15,000. BYU-Idaho’s administration gave us simple guidelines: For the spoken word, the best that
could be achieved. For music, a convincing audience experience
for cases of a 350-voice choir, a 70-piece orchestra, and a five-manual
Rodgers organ. Preliminary modeling indicated a need for line arrays with
120° horizontal coverage, and BYU-Idaho staff preferred amplifiers separate from the loudspeakers. —Pollock

”

quiet celebration and reflection on the friendships that had
been created during the process.”
“The Church loves the project,” concludes FFKR
Architects’ Leishman. “It was a major challenge to include
everything the BYU-Idaho Center needed to offer within
the building’s compact floor plan.” Considered a total
success by everybody involved, “we have included more
functionality than the university thought it was going to
offer. It’s been a total success.”
Mel Lambert has been intimately involved with
production industries on both sides of the Atlantic for more
years than he cares to remember. He is now principal of
Media&Marketing, a Los Angeles-based consulting service
for the professional audio industry, and can be reached at
mel.lambert@MEDIAandMARKETING.com; +1/818.558-3924.
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areas on the floor.” Glowing wall sconces and pendant
fixtures help create a luminous lobby; large windows at the
north and south ends provide day lighting within the
design. “The entire lobby is controlled by a switching
system that changes the light levels based upon the time
of day and time of year,” adds French. Although, where
possible, catwalks were built into the attic space above
the ceilings to access downlights and accent lights, this
was not an option for all high-volume areas. As a result, a
faceted mirror system is attached to the ceiling that aims
at specific areas on the floor. All light sources within the
lobby—with the exception of the art accent lighting—use
either energy-efficient, long-lasting metal halide or
fluorescent sources.
Reflecting on the three-year project, Pollock considers
that “the entire process was characterized by its collegiality,

